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ABSTRACT

The presentation of learning materials affects how we learn. In this paper, we use eye tracking
to investigate how different sequences of text and test questions affect performance outcomes, eye movements,
and reading behavior for first (L1) English language and second (L2) English language readers. We show
that different presentation sequences induce different performance outcomes, eye movements, and reading
behavior. The sequence can affect how a participant reads the text as well as their perceptions of how well
they understood what they read. For instance, if questions and text are not shown together, this improves
participants’ ability to accurately perceive their comprehension and promotes thorough reading. Alternatively,
showing questions before the text promotes skimming behavior. Importantly, the presentation sequence
affects both L1 and L2 readers in the same way. We observe that L2 reader take longer to read text but
have the same comprehension levels as L1 readers; this difference comes primarily from longer fixation
durations. The results from this paper can be used to design learning materials in eLearning environments to
influence how students interact with the learning environment as well as how they learn. The purpose of this
investigation is to make informative decisions about designing adaptive eLearning environments.
INDEX TERMS

Human-centered computing, Web-based interaction, education, computer uses in

education.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online learning extends teaching and learning from the
classroom to a wide and varied audience that has different
needs, backgrounds, and motivations. In tertiary education
online learning materials are becoming increasingly ubiquitous. This is due in part to increased availability of computer
technologies. Universities frequently offer online and/or
off-campus degrees where students may have little or no faceto-face interaction with their instructors or other students.
Even for university courses that deliver educational material
traditionally, absenteeism from lectures is more prevalent
and has been shown to negatively affect learning [1], [2].
Additionally, access to texts that are not necessarily written in
a reader’s native language is now easy and common. There are
known differences in the reading behaviors of first (L1) and
second (L2) English language readers [3]. For these reasons
is a growing importance in designing effective eLearning
materials that take into consideration the differences between
L1 and L2 readers.
The way in which learning materials are presented to
students can have great bearing on the outcomes
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of comprehension. It has been established that the presentation of images with text increases comprehension [4].
Moreover, pretesting with multiple choice questions
improves subsequent learning of materials [5]. We explore
further how presentation of learning materials affects reading
and learning behavior. We investigate the effects that test
questions have on learning by presenting questions and text in
different sequences. Furthermore, we investigate if the effects
of sequence are different for L1 and L2 readers since there is
a growing diversity in the audiences of eLearning courses.
To investigate this, a user study was conducted to compare
four different sequences of text and test questions. In the user
study, participants’ eye gaze was recorded, using eye tracking
technology, as they read text and answered questions. Eye
tracking has been shown to be an effective way of analyzing
various human behaviors, particularly reading (see review
by [6]). Eye movements are unique in reading and can reveal
when readers encounter difficulties in reading [7] as well as
text difficulty and comprehension [8]. Eye tracking is especially useful at analyzing the implicit differences between
different types of readers, such as L1 and L2 readers [3].
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We hypothesize that the presentation sequences of the text
and test questions will: 1) affect L1 and L2 readers in the
same way, however, there will be differences between the
two groups; 2) have an effect on participants’ performance,
in terms of time and quiz score, and perceived understanding
of the text; and 3) cause differences in eye movements and
induce different reading behavior.
This paper is organized into the following sections: background information; user study methodology; results and
analysis; discussion and recommendations; finishing with
conclusions and further work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. READING IN A DIGITAL WORLD AND
ONLINE LEARNING

The rise of the Internet and expansion of the World Wide
Web has seen an increase in reading in many countries [9].
This increase coincides with the proliferation of mobile technology such as smart phones and tablets. The Internet is
now available almost anywhere and anytime if you have a
smart device. The debate about the effects of such digitization
and rapid access to vast quantities of information ranges
from ergonomics [10], [11], effect on memory [12], reading
comprehension and effects on learning [13]–[16].
1) ELECTRONIC TEXT (eTEXT)

Electronic text (eText) is the general term for digital presentation and storage of text that can be read via a digital device,
such as a computer, laptop, tablet, smart phone, or eReader.
The digitization of text has spawned a great deal of research
into the effects this has on the reading process. Initially, much
research went into comparing reading digital to paper based
texts [10], [17]. We now give a brief overview of differences
that have been found in the context of educational materials.
Hypertext is a prominent form of eText as it is the primary form delivery of information on the web. A hypertext
document enables the reader to navigate in a non-liner way
via links to other resources or pieces of text. The resulting structure of a hypertext document can be complex. The
consensus is that hypertext structure negatively impacts the
reading process due to increased cognitive demand needed
for decision making and visual processing [13].
Other eTexts include PDFs (portable document format) or
eBooks (electronic books), which are linear and therefore
closer to print media. Whilst comprehension of text in print
form is significantly higher compared with PDF form [15],
students who purchase electronic textbooks perform no differently in a university course [16].
Paper offers advantages over digital text such as supporting
annotation, quick and easy navigation, as well as control of
spatial layout [18]. However, eText does itself have advantages over paper, such as increased accessibility, easy storage
and retrieval, ubiquity, and flexibility. Flexibility refers to the
ability to dynamically change the way text is read. Changes
can be simple, for example changing of font size, color,
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017

or typeface. Changes can also be complex, such as verbalizations of the text, embedded definitions, and links to background information [19]. The ability to dynamically change
eText presents the opportunity to make transformations to
promote learning and comprehension.
Many studies have examined navigation through eTexts as
it is often non-trivial [11]. Studies have investigated navigation in eBooks [20], academic articles [17], and periodicals [21], as well as the impact of screen size on document
triage [21]. Also, the impacts of highlighting, hyperlinks,
fonts, distractions (such as alerts), as well as embedded
videos and sounds have been extensively investigated. The
insight gained from these studies is beneficial in designing
online reading materials. Inappropriate highlighting of words
negatively affects reading comprehension whereas appropriate highlighting enhances comprehension [22]. The effects
of font and font size used in eText have been investigated,
where the focus has been on comparing serif and san-serif
fonts [23]–[25]. Smaller font sizes tend to induce slower
reading speeds [23], [24]. This was found to result from
increased fixation duration [24].
2) ONLINE eLEARNING

Online learning material is accessible virtually anywhere and
anytime to a wide and varied audience. Students are increasingly skipping lectures in favor of accessing digital copies or
recordings of the lectures. Indeed, the availability of lecture
webcasts and PowerPoint slides negatively impacts student
attendance [26], whilst missing face-to-face tuition can have
a negative effect on learning [1], [2].
The advent of massive open online courses (MOOCs) has
also increased importance in designing effective eLearning
materials. MOOCs have become popular in the past couple
of years. The goal of MOOCs is to provide free or low cost
but quality education that is available to anyone who wishes
to take part. There are now many examples of reputable
websites that offer MOOCs, such as Udacity, Coursera, edX,
and Khan Academy. Whilst on one hand MOOCs do achieve
the goal of making educational resources available to people
who would not have access to them otherwise, they suffer
from extremely low completion rates. The completion rate of
edX’s first MOOC is below 5% [27]. One of the problems
identified with MOOCs is that they are indeed massive and
open and so are easy to get lost in. Hence, there is a growing
importance to design more effective eLearning materials.
B. EYE MOVEMENTS AND READING COMPREHENSION

During the process of reading the eye moves in well-studied
ways that can be broadly characterized as fixations and saccades. A fixation is where the eye remains relatively still to
take in visual information and a saccade is a rapid movement
that transports the eye to another fixation. This is because
only a small part of the retina actually sees in fine detail. This
part is called the fovea and is only 0.2mm in diameter. Around
the point of fixation, visual acuity extends about 2◦ [6].
Humans see very little in detail at any fixation so the eye must
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move around rapidly so that it can compose a more detailed
view of the environment.
When reading English fixation duration ranges anywhere between 60-500 milliseconds and is generally about
250 milliseconds [28]. Saccadic movement is between
1 and 15 characters with an average of 7-9 characters. The
majority of saccades are to transport the eye forward in
the text when reading English; however, a proficient reader
exhibits backward saccades, regressions, to previously read
words or lines about 10-15% of the time. Long regressions
occur due to comprehension difficulties [7].
Eye movements can be used to understand the ongoing
cognitive processes that occur during reading [28]. Comprehension of text can have significant effects on eye movements [8]. A number of studies have shown there are many
variables based upon comprehension functions that can influence eye movements during reading. These variables include:
semantic relationships, anaphora and co-reference, lexical
ambiguity, phonological ambiguity, discourse factors, stylistic conventions, and syntactic disambiguation (see review
by [6]). These variables have different effects on eye movement, causing them to deviate from the default reading
process. For example, syntactically ambiguous sentences
induce regressions to resolve the comprehension problems [7]. Eye movements have been shown to reflect global
text difficulty as well as inconsistencies within text [8].
More difficult text causes more fixations, more regressions,
and longer fixation duration time. Eye movement has also
been shown to indicate reading comprehension and reading
skill [29].
C. IMPROVING eLEARNING: PROVIDING ADAPTIVITY

The increased use and diversity in audiences of eLearning
environments means that there is a growing importance to
design more effective eLearning materials, yet eLearning for
the most part is one size fits all. One solution is to make
eLearning adaptive to each student. Adaptive eLearning is
not new and has already started to show great promise in
improving education. Adaptive tutorials have been harnessed
to decrease failure rates in early year engineering subjects and
drastically increase student enrollment and satisfaction [30].
Adaptivity is achieved through different means including
students’ measured skill level [31], questionnaires [32], prediction of learner style [33]–[35]. Whilst traditionally the
learning style is determined via questionnaire [32] there is
progressively more research showing that measures of the
students behavior and biometric technology can predict learning style [34], [35]. Mouse movement patterns have been
shown to have a high correlation and global/sequential learning style [35]. Eye tracking has also been shown to be a
potential way of identifying visual/verbal learner style [34].
Eye movements in areas of interest on the page were related
to measures of learner style in that investigation. Similar
uses of eye tracking have been used to investigate learning behaviors between novice and advanced students when
learning SQL [36]. Advanced students looked at the database
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schema more that novices. Studies such as this are useful for
identifying such difference in order to provide more help for
novice students.
The concept of adaptive eLearning also extends to mobile
learning. The MAPLE framework uses a combination of
eye tracking and accelerometer data to determine learner
style in both mobile and online environments [37]. Generic
Responsive Adaptive Personalized Learning Environment (GRAPPLE) project [38] is another adaptive learning
environment through adaptive guidance and personalized
learning content. The authors of GRAPPLE show how they
can integrate their system with currently used LMSs such
as Moodle. Other frameworks take into account students
with learning problems such as dyslexia [39]. The Dyslexia
Adaptive eLearning (DAEL) framework is designed to be
tailor the learning material according the dyslexia type [39].
Adaption is not only provided via detection of learning
style. Eye tracking can be used to detect many facets of
human behavior. Eye gaze patterns have be used to detect
what kind of task the participant is performing [40] or
whether a person is reading or not [41] as well as if they are
reading or just skimming [42]. More recently, eye gaze has
been used to investigate parts of text that readers are failing to
comprehend text [43]. Eye tracking can also be used to analyze how multiple choice questions are answered [44], [45]
and to predict student performance of physics concepts when
presented as text or images [46].
Eye tracking has been used in multiple ways to provide
adaptivity to eLearning. A classic example of the use of eye
tracking in eLearning is AdeLE (Adaptive e-Learning with
Eye-Tracking). The AdeLE project sets out a structure for
how an adaptive eLearning environment could be constructed
using eye tracking data such as blink rate and how open the
eye lid is [47].
One aspect that has about learning that is frequently investigated is engagement. Eye tracking has been used to identify
aspects of a student’s emotional state, such as stress and
arousal, and adapt the material based on the identified state.
An example of this is e5Learning (enhanced exploitation of
eyes for effective eLearning) which uses eye gaze metrics
such as fixation statistics and pupil diameter to identify the
students emotional state [48]. Gaze Tutor uses eye gaze to
determine the user’s level of stimulation to alter the environment to stimulate the user [49]. An interesting approach
to identifying students engagement comes from the use of
a type-2 fuzzy logic based system [50]. This novel method
gauges degree of engagement to adapt the learning environment. Results show that using the system to adapt material
there is significant improvement in average scores compared
to other methods of adaption and no adaption.
Eye tracking is also used to analyze reading in eLearning
environments. One example is iDict, a reading aid designed
to help readers of a foreign language that uses eye gaze
to predict when a reader is having comprehension difficulties [51]. If the user hesitates whilst reading a word
then a translation of the word is provided along with a
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017
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dictionary meaning. Similarly, the Reading Assistant [52]
uses eye gaze to predict failure to recognize a word. The
Reading Assistant then provides an auditory pronunciation
of the word to aid reading. Eye movements have been used
to monitor reading behavior in combination with measuring
pupil size as a means of gauging mental workload [53].
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questions they can either answer straight away or search
the text to look for the answers, i.e. answer-seeking
behavior [55], [56].

III. METHODOLOGY
A. DESIGN

Our study used a between-subjects design where participants
were shown one of four presentation sequences of text and
questions. The independent factors of the experiments are
the presentation type and English as a first (L1) or second
language (L2).
B. MATERIALS & PROCEDURE

The user study conducted involved tracking participants’ eye
gaze as they read a text and answered questions. The text and
questions are a tutorial from a first year Computer Science
course run at the Australian National University. The tutorial
and quiz is composed of 9 screens of textual content, each
covering a specific area about the main topic of the tutorial
(Web Search). Each text is 400 words long and has an average
Flesch Kincaid Grade readability level of 11.5. This indicates
that participants need a 12th grade education level. As the
slides are targeted at a first year university students this is
a suitable readability level. For each screen there were two
comprehension questions; one multiple-choice and the other
cloze (fill-in-the-blanks). These two types of questions were
used because they can be used to assess different forms of
comprehension [54].
The tutorial and quiz was presented to participants in four
formats to measure the effect of presentation on participants’
eye gaze and answering behavior. These presentation formats
are described below:

FIGURE 2. Example of tutorial text and question slide.

2) Format B (T/Q). The questions and text slide (shown
in Fig. 2.) is shown to participants. Since there are
9 topics there are 9 slides in total. Participants are no
longer required to read the text before they see the questions. Our question is will participants read the text completely or will answer seeking behavior be observed?
Additionally, is there a difference in quiz performance
when participants can immediately answer the questions
without reading the text?
3) Format C (T → Q). The test slide (shown in Fig. 1.)
is first shown to participants followed by the questions
only slide (shown in Fig. 3.). Since there are 9 topics
there are 18 slides in total. This format is the control
presentation method. In this format the reference text is
removed from the questions slide so the participants are
forced to answer the questions from understanding and
memory. We expect that the worst comprehension scores
will be observed for this format. Format C is the most
commonly used in on-line quizzes.

FIGURE 1. Example of tutorial text only slide.

1) Format A (T → T/Q). The text slide (shown in Fig. 1.)
is first shown to participants followed by a slide with
both questions and text (shown in Fig. 2.). Since there
are 9 topics there are 18 slides in total. Participants
are required to read the text before being able to read
the questions relating to it. When participants view the
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017

FIGURE 3. Example of the questions only slide.

4) Format D (Q → T → Q). The last presentation format
consists of displaying a slide with only the questions
(shown in Fig. 3.) followed by the text slide (shown
in Fig. 1.) and then again presenting them with the
23
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questions only slide. Since there are 9 topics there are
27 slides in total. The hypothesis is that participants will
read the text differently than for formats A and C.
C. PARTICIPANTS

The study included 60 participants who were divided equally
into the four groups, each of which was shown one of the presentation formats. The breakdown of participants into groups
is as follows:
1) Format A. 15 participants (6 female, 9 male) with an
average age of 22.3 years (standard deviation 4.1 years,
range 17-31 years). English was not the first language
for 4 of the participants.
2) Format B. 15 participants (6 female, 9 male) with an
average age of 22.7 years (standard deviation 6.0 years,
range 18-41 years). English was not the first language
for 4 of the participants.
3) Format C. 15 participants (5 female, 10 male) with an
average age of 23.5 years (standard deviation 5.3 years,
range 18-37 years). English was not the first language
for 6 of the participants.
4) Format D. 15 participants (7 female, 8 male) with an
average age of 22.2 years (standard deviation 3.3 years,
range 17-28 years). English was not the first language
for 5 of the participants.
D. EXPERIMENT SETUP

The quiz was accessible via a Moodle variant, the online
learning environment used at our university. The study was
displayed on a 1280x1024 pixel Dell monitor. Eye gaze
data was recorded at 60Hz using Seeing Machines FaceLAB
5 infrared cameras mounted at the base of the monitor. The
study involved a 9-point calibration prior to data collection
for each participant. As the data recorded is a series of gaze
points, EyeWorks Analyze was used to pre-process the data
to give fixation points. The parameters used for this were
a minimum duration of 60 milliseconds and a threshold of
5 pixels.
E. DATA PRE-PROCESSING

The raw eye gaze data consists of x,y-coordinates recorded
at equal time samples (60Hz). Fixation and saccade identification was performed on the eye gaze data. From this
data many other eye movement measures are derived. The
measures used in this analysis are:
1) Number of fixations: The sum of fixations recorded
for each page. The number of fixations can be
affected by reading behavior, text difficulty, and reading
skill [6].
2) Maximum fixation duration (seconds): The maximum
duration of the longest fixation recorded for each page.
Longer fixations can be an indicator of difficulties in
processing particular words or due to linguistic and
comprehension difficulties [6].
3) Average fixation duration (seconds): The sum of
the duration of all fixations divided by the number
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of fixations. This measure has been used to predict
reading comprehension [57].
4) Total fixation duration (seconds): The sum of all fixations. This measure is useful in global text processing
analysis [58].
5) Number of regressions: The number of regressions.
When reading more difficult text more regressions are
observed [8].
6) Reading analysis: Using our combination of two reading detection algorithms [41], [42] the percentage of
saccades classified as reading (read ratio), skimming
(skim ratio), and scanning/searching (scan ratio) is
calculated.
Participants’ quiz outcomes are measured to assess how
well they performed under different conditions. The measures
of participants’ performance are:
1) Subjective comprehension: a self-rated measure
between 0 and 10, where 10 is comprehensive understanding of the material.
2) Comprehension question scores: the multiple-choice
questions are graded as 0 (incorrect) or 1 (correct) and
the cloze questions are scores as 0 (incorrect), 0.5 (one
word was correct) or 1 (correct). The maximum total
score for the quiz is 18.
3) Time taken (minutes): the total time it took each participant to complete the tutorial and quiz is recorded.
IV. RESULT & ANALYSIS

This section contains a statistical analysis of participants’
performance outcomes and eye movements under each of the
experimental conditions. This section is structured to address
the two hypotheses that presentation effects measured performance and eye movements. In both of sections the differences
between L1 and L2 readers is addressed.
A. DOES FORMAT AFFECT PERFORMANCE?

The question of whether format affects performance incorporates two hypotheses that will be explored in this subsection.
Firstly, we hypothesize that the different presentation formats
will affect participants’ scores, time taken to complete, and
perceived understanding, and these effects will be the same
for both L1 and L2 readers. Secondly, only time taken to
complete will be different between the L1 and L2 readers.
The mean and standard deviations for time taken (minutes)
to complete the tutorial and quiz is shown in Fig. 4; the quiz
grade is shown in Fig. 5; and the participants’ subjective
understanding is shown in Fig 6.
To address the hypotheses a MANOVA is used to
determine if there are any statistical differences between
the formats and L1/L2 readers. The correlations between
the dependent variables are within the acceptable limits
for MANOVA outcomes, i.e. the correlations lie between
r = −0.4 and r = 0.9. To test for normality in the dependent variables the Shapiro-Wilk Test is used, as it is more
appropriate for small sample sizes. The quiz scores are
normally distributed for all formats. The times taken are
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017
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1) EFFECT OF FORMAT ON PERFORMANCE MEASURES

FIGURE 4. Means and standard deviations of time taken to

complete the tutorial for each format. (A: T → T/Q; B: T/Q; C:
T → Q; D: Q → T → Q).

FIGURE 5. Means and standard deviations of quiz scores for

each format. (A: T → T/Q; B: T/Q; C: T → Q; D: Q → T → Q).

FIGURE 6. Means and standard deviations of subjective

understanding scores for each format. (A: T → T/Q; B: T/Q;
C: T → Q; D: Q → T → Q).

normally distributed for the formats A, B and C, it is just
the times for D (p = 0.026) that could be a problem. Whilst
the subjective scores for B are normally distributed and the
scores for C are very close to being normally distributed, the
scores A and D could be a problem. Finally, the homogeneity
of variance-variance-covariance matrices is satisfied as the
Box’s M value of 69.73 (p = 0.165).
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017

The results indicate format affects performance outcomes for
both L1 and L2 readers. This is supported by the results from
the MANOVA that show there is a significant difference in
performance variables based on the format, F(9, 121.8) =
4.036, p < 0.0005; Wilk’s λ = 0.530, partial η2 = 0.191.
There is no significant effect of interaction between the format and reader type, indicating that format effects L1 and L2
readers in the same way.
Since significant results were found, between-subjects
ANOVAs are performed. Format has a significant effect on
both the quiz grade (F(3, 52) = 6.078; p = 0.001, partial η2 = 0.260) and on time taken (F(3, 52) = 5.552;
p = 0.002, partial η2 = 0.243), however not on the subjective
comprehension score.
Tukey’s HSD tests are used to make pairwise comparison of the formats. There is no significant difference
between formats A and B or formats C and D. These two
groups correspond to similarities in presentation formats.
Formats A and B show the questions with the tutorial text
whereas formats C and D do not. Two conclusions can be
made from this observation; firstly the lack of difference
between formats A and B illustrates that reading the tutorial text before being presented with the questions does not
improve comprehension scores. Secondly, when comparing
formats C and D, the knowledge of the questions before
reading the text also does not improve comprehension scores.
Formats A and B have significantly higher quiz scores
than formats C and D, (formats A and C (p = 0.006),
A and D (p = 0.003), B and C (p = 0.005), and B and D
(p = 0.002)). For formats C and D the participants must
rely on memory and their understanding of the material.
Format A takes significantly longer to complete than formats B (p = 0.011) and D (p = 0.002). However there is no
significant difference between the other formats.
The format has no significant effect on subjective comprehension scores. However, for format C and D there are
a strong positive correlation between the quiz scores and
the subjective comprehension scores (r = 0.9 and r = 0.82,
respectively). In these formats, participants estimate their
comprehension level more accurately compared to other formats. Participants shown formats A and B seem unable
to estimate their own comprehension levels (r = 0.32 and
r = −0.09, respectively). An important part of the learning process is awareness of skill [59]. Under-estimation of
understanding can lead to students wasting time on material
already understood instead of using the time to learn more
material. On the other hand, overestimation of understanding
will results in students not learning what they need to and not
realizing their lack of understanding.

2) L1 VERSUS L2 READERS

The second hypothesis is that the only difference expected
between L1 and L2 readers will be in time taken. The
MANOVA shows that there is a statistical significant
25
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difference in performance variables between L1 and L2 readers, F(3, 50) = 5.79, p = 0.002, Wilk’s λ = 0.742, partial
η2 = 0.258.
Once again between-subjects ANOVAs are used to compare the groups for each performance variable. The difference
between L1 and L2 readers is significant for time taken
(F(1, 52) = 13.135; p = 0.001, partial η2 = 0.202) but
has no significant effect on subjective comprehension or quiz
score. This confirms our expectations and is analogous to
existing research that has shown that although L2 readers take
longer to read, they perform no differently to L1 readers in
comprehension [3]. We have also found there is no difference
in their subjective comprehension.
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98.1 (p = 0.025) is interpreted as non-significant so we can
be satisfied that we have homogeneity if variance-variancecovariance matrices. The mean and standard deviations for
the eye movement measures are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Comparison of eye movement measures for text only

pages (mean ± standard deviation) (A: T → T/Q; B: T/Q; C: T →
Q; D: Q → T → Q).

3) SUMMARY

The interim conclusion made from this analysis is that presentation formats affect students’ performance. In concordance with current research it was found that L2 readers took
longer to complete the quiz but performed no differently to
L1 readers. Additionally, the differences in measures caused
by formats are consistent for both L1 and L2 readers. The
presentation format can be manipulated in the same way for
both L1 and L2 reader to optimize the performance outcomes
of students, to increase their understanding.
B. DOES FORMAT AFFECT EYE MOVEMENTS?

The final hypothesis is that presentation format affects eye
movements and that the eye movements of L1 and L2 readers
will be different. To address these overall hypotheses the
two central differences in presentation formats are analyzed
separately. That is, first the text when shown without the
questions will be analyzed and then the text when shown with
the questions.
1) ANALYSIS OF EYE MOVEMENT FROM TEXT PAGES

Two types of behavior are hypothesized for reading the
text without the questions, first is that when presented with
format C, participants more care reading the text than in
formats A or D, and secondly, participants presented with
format D will skim the text to find the paragraphs where
they believe the answers are located and read only those
paragraphs thoroughly. Once again, we hypothesize that
L2 readers will take longer to read the text. The final hypothesis is a deeper analysis into the observation that L2 readers
have longer read times than L1 readers.
A MANOVA is used to check for statistical significance of
eye movement measures between formats and reader type.
The correlations between the dependent variables are all
within the range of r = −0.4 and r = 0.9. Additionally the
majority of the dependent variables are normally distributed
according to the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality for both
reader type and format. The total fixation duration time
was excluded from the analysis as it did not have a normal distribution. The Levene’s test for equality of variances
shows that there is homogeneity for all dependent variables
(significance > 0.05). Additionally, the Box’s M value of
26

There is a significant difference in eye movement measures based on format, F(10, 72) = 3.043, p = 0.003;
Wilk’s λ = 0.486, partial η2 = 0.303, as well as between
L1 and L2 readers, F(5, 35) = 3.623, p = 0.010; Wilk’s
λ = 0.659, partial η2 = 0.341. There was no significant
effect of interaction between the format and reader type, so
format affects both L1 and L2 readers the in the same way.
Between-subjects ANOVAs are used to determine how
the eye movements differ for the formats and reader types.
Format has a significant effect on the number of fixations
(F(2, 39) = 7.262; p = 0.002; partial η2 = 0.271), and
number of regressions (F(2, 39) = 4.234; p = 0.022; partial
η2 = 0.178), but no effect on maximum fixation duration,
average fixation duration or the read ratio.
Tukey’s HSD tests are used to make pairwise comparisons
of the formats. There is significant difference between number of fixations for formats A and D (p = 0.034 < 0.05) and
between formats C and D (p = 0.002). There is a significant
difference between the number of regressions for formats C
and D (p = 0.030), but not formats A and D or A and C. There
is no significant difference between formats A and C for any
of the eye movement measures.
It was hypothesizes that for format C participants would
read the text more thoroughly compared to the other formats. However, the statistical analysis shows that there is
no difference in eye movements for formats A and C. The
hypothesis is partially supported as format D has significantly
less fixations, so there is less overall reading of the text
compared to formats A and C.
L2 readers have significantly more fixations than
L1 readers (F(1, 39) = 11.395; p = 0.002; partial η2 = 0.226) as well as longer maximum fixation duration (F(1, 39)
=
13.840; p < 0.001;
partial η2 = 0.262) and longer average fixation duration
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017
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(F(1, 39) = 11.527; p = 0.002; partial η2 = 0.228).
L2 readers also have significantly higher read ratios for
each format compared to L1 readers (F(1, 39) = 4.951;
p = 0.032; partial η2 = 0.113). This outcome agrees with
the observation that L2 readers have longer read times than
L1 readers. The analysis of eye gaze shows that this is due to
higher numbers of fixations for longer durations.
2) ANALYSIS OF EYE MOVEMENT FROM
QUESTIONS AND TEXT PAGES

Format A consists of two presentations of the text, first on
its own and then with the questions. The hypothesis is that
reading text first in format A will help participants answer
the questions and hence will need less reference to the text
compared to format B. The mean and standard deviations
of eye movement measures for formats A and B are shown
in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Comparison of eye movement measures for questions
and text pages (mean ± standard deviation) (A: T → T/Q;
B: T/Q; C: T → Q; D: Q → T → Q).

more observed fixations, longer total fixation time and more
regressions than format A. This confirms the hypothesis that
less eye movements would be observed for format A.
L2 readers have significantly longer maximum fixation
durations (F(1, 26) = 12.230, p = 0.002) and higher
read ratios (F(1, 26) = 4.350, p = 0.040) compared to
L1 readers. Additionally, L2 readers have significantly longer
total fixation durations than L1 readers (F(1, 26) = 5.870,
p = 0.023). However now there is no difference between
the numbers of fixations of regressions observed for L1 and
L2 readers. This is an interesting result as no difference in the
number of fixations between L1 and L2 readers indicates that
the increase in time taken for L2 readers is due primarily to
increase in fixation duration.
C. ANSWER-SEEKING BEHAVIOR

Formats A and B provide participants with the ability to
check the content whilst answering the questions. This results
in behavior characterized by participants skipping back and
forth between the question and the text to find the answer and
check that it is correct. This section will begin with a definition of this behavior and then look at how the presentation
format can affect this behavior.
1) DEFINING ANSWER-SEEKING BEHAVIOR

A MANOVA is used to test for statistical significance of
eye movement measures between formats and reader type.
The correlations between the dependent variables are all
within the range of r = −0.4 and r = 0.9. All of the
dependent variables are normally distributed according to the
Shapiro-Wilk test except average fixation duration which is
therefore excluded from the analysis. Levene’s test for equality of variances shows that the homogeneity for all dependent variables (significance > 0.05). Box’s M value of 45.8
(p = 0.005) is interpreted as non-significant so we can be
satisfied that there is homogeneity in the variance-variancecovariance matrices.
There is a significant difference in eye movement measures based on format, F(5, 22) = 3.142, p = 0.027;
Wilk’s λ = 0.583, partial η2 = 0.417, as well as between
L1 and L2 readers, F(5, 22) = 3.309, p = 0.022; Wilk’s
λ = 0.571, partial η2 = 0.429. There is no significant effect
of interaction between reader type and format.
Between-subjects ANOVAs are used to compare each of
the eye movement measures for each of the formats and
reader types. Format has a significant effect on number of
fixations (F(1, 26) = 9.279, p = 0.005), total fixation
time (F(1, 26) = 10.924, p = 0.003), and number of
regressions (F(1, 26) = 10.827, p = 0.003), but not on
maximum fixation duration or the read ratio. Format B has
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017

In previous research on format A, strong negative correlations between eye movement measures recorded when
reading the questions and content page with scores was
observed [55], [56]. The hypothesis was that re-reading the
questions repeatedly was an indication that there was difficulty answering the question. Participants who do not understand the question or the content well enough to answer
the question re-read both the question and the text to make
sure they have the right answer. We termed this behavior
answer-seeking and proposed it as a measure of participants’
confidence in answering questions.
The measures for answer-seeking behavior are the jumps
between question and text and the reading that occurs after
each jump, shown in Fig. 7. Reading is detected using a
combination of reading detection algorithm [41], [42].
Answer-seeking behavior for format A has been thoroughly studied [55], [56]. We now investigate how does the
answer-seeking behavior differ between formats A and B?
Participants are requested to read the content before moving on to answer the comprehension questions in format A
so we postulate that they should have some idea about the
answers to the questions as well as knowledge of where to
find the answers in the text. The hypothesis is that participants
would on average show less answer seeking behavior when
presented with format A compared to B. The answer seeking
results are show in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
A MANOVA is used to test for statistical significance of
eye movement measures between formats. The correlations
between the dependent variables are all within the range of
r = −0.4 and r = 0.9. Levene’s test for equality of variances
shows that there is homogeneity for all dependent variables
27
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There is a significant difference in eye movement measures based on format, F(4.23) = 4.199, p = 0.011; Wilk’s
λ = 0.578, partial η2 = 0.422, but no significant difference
between the L1 and L2 reader and or effect of interaction.
Between-subjects ANOVAs are used to determine how
the eye movements differ for the formats. Format has a
significant effect the amount of reading after jumps from
multiple-choice questions (F(1, 26) = 10.006, p = 0.004), and
jumps between cloze questions and text (F(1, 26) = 7.050,
p = 0.013), but not on jumps between multiple-choice questions and text or the amount of reading after jumps from cloze
questions jumps.
This analysis partly confirms the hypothesis that participants would on average show less answer seeking behavior
when presented with format A compared to B. Although prereading the text before seeing the questions does not decrease
the amount of answer seeking observed for the multiplechoice questions it does for the cloze questions, which confirms the hypothesis for that kind of question.
There is no significant difference between the
L1 and L2 readers in answer-seeking behavior. This contrasts
with the other analyses in this paper where a clear difference
was evident. This is an important finding: as the aim is to level
the playing field for readers, and providing questions and text
together will do so.
V. DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

FIGURE 8. Jumps between questions and text areas for each

reader type, format and question type.

FIGURE 9. Reading measured after a jump for each reader type,

format and question type. (A: T → T/Q; B: T/Q; C: T → Q;
D: Q → T → Q).

(significance > 0.05) and the Box’s M value of 17.092
(p = 0.207) is interpreted as non-significant so we can be
satisfied that there is homogeneity in the variance-variancecovariance matrices.
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The overarching question of this study is whether the presentation of text and questions affects performance outcomes and
how students’ implicitly interact with the learning materials.
We also investigate the effects of presentation on two groups
of readers, L1 and L2 readers. The availability of learning
materials to a wide and varied audience is becoming more
common with the growth of online learning environments and
online courses, such as MOOCs. More learners are reading
materials written in their non-native language. The effects
of this need to be explored further, the importance is only
growing as accessibility of English MOOCs available to nonEnglish (L2) readers.
The results from this study generally confirm that whilst
L2 readers take longer to read context their comprehension is
no different to L1 readers [16]. Delving deeper into why this
discrepancy in read times occur we move to eye movements
for insight. When reading text with no questions present
L2 readers are observed to have higher numbers of fixations
for longer duration than L1 readers. The divide between
L1 and L2 readers decreases to being primarily due to fixation
duration once the questions and text are presented together.
Fixation duration has been linked to comprehension and
is an indicator for processing of words. Uncommon words
often require longer fixations as do out of place words.
It is plausible that L2 readers have a less comprehensive
English vocabulary than L1 readers. The lesson to be learnt
is that choice of vocabulary in writing learning materials is important whereby use of colloquial and uncommon
words or phrases should be avoided or minimized so that
VOLUME 5, NO. 1, MARCH 2017
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L2 readers are not impacted. Furthermore, time taken to complete a task should only be used as a performance measure if
L1 and L2 readers are divided.
The study confirmed the hypothesis that the presentation
format affected the L1 and L2 participants in the same way.
Additionally, there is no significant difference between the
L1 and L2 readers in answer-seeking behavior. This is an
important finding as it means that any conclusions drawn
regarding how presentation format affects students can be
generalized for both reader types and it is not an additional
factor that creators of learning materials have to take into
account.
Indeed the hypothesis that presentation format will affect
outcomes and eye movements were confirmed. The formats
elicited distinct eye movement and reading behaviors. The
format can therefore be manipulated to promote specific
behaviors. In the next subsection recommendations are made
based on these observations. There were some surprising
results on the effects of presentation format that will now be
discussed.
Foremost, the performance results from format
D (Q → T → Q) are somewhat surprising given that
pretesting with multiple-choice questions has been shown to
benefit subsequent learning [5]. Memorizing pre-test questions instead of answering them has shown to improve recall
of correct answers of the pre-exposed questions [5]. This is
analogous to format D where participants were given the
comprehension questions before they read the material to
answer them. Participants were told that they should read the
questions and were welcome to answer them if they wished.
Yet the study showed no improvement in comprehension
score compared to the control presentation format which
required participants to rely purely on their memory of the
text to answer the questions (format C: T → Q).
Furthermore, format A (T → T /Q) had two surprising
effects on participants’ behavior; first was that for this format
there was no correlation between participants’ quiz scores and
their subjective ratings of understanding. This is surprising
because for formats C and D (Q → T → Q) where the
participants had to answer the questions without the text being
available there were very strong correlations. The effect of
showing the text before asking the questions was believed
to at least partially mimic these formats thereby partially
enhancing the ability to subjectively rate ones understanding.
This however was not the case. Secondly, it was hypothesized
that participants would read format C more thoroughly, in
terms of fixations and reading ratio, than format A. This was
not found either; instead participants read the text in format A
as thoroughly as participants did in format C.
A. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRESENTING TEXT
AND ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

The observations from this study imply recommendations for
educators designing courseware in an eLearning environment
as well as design considerations for developers of eLearning
environments. We have established that the presentation of
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text and questions impacts learning outcomes and reading
behavior. The presentation format can be manipulated to optimize the performance outcomes of students, thereby increasing their understanding.
Formats C and D promote accurate self-assessment of comprehension, which in turn minimizes both under- and overestimation of knowledge. Formats A and C promote thorough
reading of the learning materials compared to D, therefore
in the context of learning this is a more optimal outcome.
Given the aims promote thorough reading and accurate selfassessment format C is optimal.
The differences in eye movement measures and reading
behaviors reflect the overall purpose and goals placed on
the reader. If an educator wants to promote thorough reading, the goals should not be targeted with the use of questions. In this case, students only read the parts of the text
that they think contains the answers. However, not showing
the text with the questions means that the students have
to rely too heavily on short term memory which impacts
their scores. The happy medium is format A where the students are requested to read the text and then move on to
answer the compression questions. This raises the question
of how to make students read the text before moving on
to the questions and text page. This is where eye tracking
can be utilized. The eye tracker can be integrated into the
learning environment so that it can monitor reading behavior. Once the student has read the text then the learning
environment would allow the student to move on to the
questions.
These observations can also be used in the design of
adaptive eLearning systems. Whilst we have established that
the formats affects L1 and L2 readers in the same way, so the
same learning materials can be used for both reader groups,
this does not mean the format has to stay the same throughout
the learning process. With the integration of eye tracking into
the eLearning environment the reading behavior can be used
to drive adaption to a student’s current state. One format
may not always be appropriate for them. If the student is
tired and unmotivated, trying to get them to read the material
thoroughly may not be the best idea. Instead they can be given
format B (T /Q) so that they glean the surface knowledge
and the deeper materials can be stored for when they log
on next. Alternatively, since students often start motivated,
format C can at first be shown to them, and as they start
to lose that motivation formats A and then B can be shown
to them.
Additionally, answer-seeking behavior can be used to
detect how easy or difficult a student find the text. In previous studies we found that there are ranges of answerseeking behavior for each question as well as between
students [55], [56]. Some found the quiz more challenging than others. It is beneficial for learning if all students are challenged equally. Under-challenged students may
get bored and lose interest in the material whilst overchallenged students may become anxious and disheartened
by the material. In either case there is a negative impact on the
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learning process. Using answer-seeking behavior as an
implicit measure for a student’s confidence in the material
can provide the framework for an adaptive online learning
environment. If a student is found to be having no difficulty
completing a quiz then the material can be altered to be
more advanced and technical. Conversely, if a student is
having difficulty then the material can be altered to be less
technical and more basic. Furthermore, this information can
be reported back to the author of the learning materials so
they can gauge the difficulty of the questions and improve
them based on this feedback.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

This study was designed to increase our understanding of
how text and questions presented in eLearning environments
can affect eye movements and performance outcomes. These
effects are investigated for L1 and L2 readers. We found that
presentation of text and questions affect L1 and L2 readers
consistently. There is a difference between L1 and L2 readers
in that L2 readers take longer to complete the task however
they are otherwise no different. Following this observation
we observe that L2 readers have consistently longer fixation
durations and in the situation where reading is the primary
task, also L2 reader have more fixations than L1 readers.
Making participants rely on memory to answer assessment questions promotes more accurate subjective ratings
of understanding. When participants are asked assessment
questions after reading the content and have no reference
back to the text they can more accurately gauge their understanding. When shown the text with the assessment questions
participants are unable to gauge their own understanding.
The observations from the study show that different presentation sequences of text and questions affect performance
outcomes and eye movements of participants. The order in
which text and assessment questions are presented to students
can therefore be manipulated to optimize performance outcomes and reading behavior.
A limitation of this study is that only two types of questions
that are investigated in this analysis, being multiple choice
and cloze questions. These are commonly used question type
but not the only types available in eLearning environments,
so further research should include to see what effect other
question types have on the observed behavior.
Further exploration on how presentation formats affect
behavior on mobile devices would be beneficial given the
prevalence of this technology, as this study only considers
reading from a computer screen in a university setting.
An area of interest is to investigate the relationship between
eye movements and subjective comprehension. Although
we touch on it in this investigation we want to investigate
this relationship further. In a follow-up study we propose
recording eye gaze from participants as they once again read
through a tutorial and quiz. After each tutorial slide we can
ask participants for their subjective comprehension score as
well as other factors regarding how they read and perceived
the text.
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